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Originally, it was a badge engineered version of the Isuzu Rodeo , a mid-size SUV sold between
and It was introduced in for the model year as Honda's first entry into the growing SUV market
of the s in the United States. This arrangement was convenient for both companies, as Isuzu
discontinued passenger car production in after a corporate restructuring, and Honda was in
desperate need of an SUV, a segment that was growing in popularity in North America as well
as Japan during the s. The partnership ended in with the discontinuation of the Passport in
favor of the Honda-engineered Pilot. It is built at Honda's factory in Lincoln, Alabama , and
available for the model year. Others had a Dana built "Spicer 44" rear axle. For the second
generation model, two trim levels were offered: LX and upscale EX. EX had the spare tire below
the cargo area and LX mounted in a swing carrier at rear. An optional CD changer was provided
by the dealer. In , a recall was issued for affected Rodeo and Passport for frames with severe
rust issues. The third generation Passport was unveiled at the Los Angeles Auto Show on
November 27, , with retail sales starting in February Unlike previous generations, it was
designed in the US and is manufactured in Lincoln, Alabama. All trim levels includes Bluetooth
for both hands-free calling and wireless audio streaming via A2DP , the Honda Sensing suite of
driver assistance technologies, the Honda LaneWatch camera system including a rearview
backup camera system , keyless access with push-button start, air conditioning , alloy wheels,
and power windows, door locks, and mirrors. Most trim levels also include remote start, a
HondaLink touchscreen infotainment system with SiriusXM Satellite Radio , HD Radio , with
Apple CarPlay and Android Auto smartphone integration, leather-trimmed seating surfaces with
heated front seats, power front seats, a power sunroof, dual-zone electronic climate controls,
and an audio system with a subwoofer. For the model year, all trims now come with the 8-inch
touchscreen and Apple CarPlay and Android Auto as standard equipment. A two-speed transfer
case is not available. Ground clearance is 7. Two rows of seats provide room for five
passengers. There is 41 cubic feet of storage behind the rear seat, which increases to 78 cubic
feet with the rear seat folded. The advertisement featured a Passport, called the "Past-Port",
with a first-generation Passport's interior, touting features that were popular in the mid-to-lates,
including automatic power windows, an audio system with cassette player and cassette adapter
and pager holder. The advertisement features an actor wearing s-era clothing, and holding a
Motorola cellular phone. Viewers of the advertisement could also call a special toll free number,
PAST-PORT , where they would be greeted by a voice message from Fred Savage , and could
then leave a voicemail on Honda's microcassette answering machine explaining why they would
like to own a Past-Port. The advertisement is no longer viewable on Honda's YouTube channel
as of May , and the toll free number is no longer in service. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article is about the SUV. For the motorcycle, see Honda Super Cub. Motor
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gets hot. I feel the heat in the car. Also, when it is cold it runs good but as soon as it is hot the
performance changes and runs rough. I had the thermostat changed but that did not help. The
top radiator hose, thermostat housing and top of radiator get so hot you can't touch it, the

bottom radiator hose is much cooler and you can touch it without getting burned whereas you
can't put your hand on the top hose or radiator. Once it's hot the idle fluctuates goes up and
down when at a stop light and loses power as you accelerate. Also it acts like something is
plugged up like maybe chocking on gas or maybe air or something. I took it to have diagnosed
but they wouldn't tell me anything other than it was the thermostat but nothing has changed
with the new thermostat. Could the radiator be plugged up? It doesn't seem like coolant is
circulating. Do you. Hi marierussell, Since coolant is not circulating after replacement of
thermostat, I suspect the water pump is faulty, you could have lost the turbines. Was this
answer. I got a new water pump 2 yrs ago when I got a new timing belt. Hi marierussell, Two
years ago it was new, but now it could be junk. It is not leaking but the turbines can go bad,
detached or worn, seen plenty of those happening. What are turbines and where are they
located. Sorry I don't know. How do you tell if the water pump is bad? How long can I drive this
before it breaks down? Do you think there's any water circulating at all? The overflow is always
full to the top, I check it before I start it up and after driving when it is real hot. Do you think a
new radiator cap might help? Hi marierussell, The turbine is attached to the water pump. If the
thermostat is open and water is not flowing, the main cause is the water pump. If it is only
overflowing into the reserve tank, a radiator cap change might help. Are the rubber seals on the
cap worn or damaged? Overfilling the reserve tank would make it overflow when the engine is
running. However since the temp gauge is showing high, It should not be the cap. Remove
thermostat and reinstall the hoses. Top up the fluid and start engine with radiator cap off. If you
can see the water moving in the radiator, it is flowing, if water remains stagnant, it is not. Reving
the engine should make the flow faster. When an engine overheats, it should be repaired asap,
failure to do so can cause a lot of damages if and when the coolant dries up while driving. Ok,
first of all, the temp gauge does not register at hot or in the red. It only goes up about one third
of the way up from cold. It gets to that point in 5 minutes, in the morning after being parked all
night. Later in the day, if it sits about 4 or 5 hrs, then, it only takes about 2 minutes to get one
third of the way up from cold. I can drive with the air conditioning on and still feel the heat from
the engine. The overflow bottle is above the max line when I shut it off an in the morning when I
start. It never changes. That's the way it's been since I had a new thermostat installed. You said
to disconnect the thermostat and hoses and then what? I got a little confused. I just don't think
anything is circulating, really. I have to go back and read your reply. Thanks, will get back to
you. Ok, Did you mean to disconnect the hoses and remove the thermostat housing with the
thermostat and then reconnect the hoses and let it run with the radiator cap off and see if it is
flowing? I don't know that I can reconnect the hose with the thermostat housing off. Please
explain again, thank you. Hi marierussell, Sorry if I have replied late. The upper hose would
always be hotter than the lower hose because the heated coolant from the engine goes into the
radiator from the top and after being cooled by the radiator, it goes into the engine again via the
lower hose. From your description of the operations of the engine, there is nothing wrong with
the system. Turn off AC and run engine till the fans comes on. If fans stops after a short while
and then restarts again after a few mins, there is nothing wrong with the cooling system. When I
start up, the fan directly behind the radiator clutch fan? Is always on, it never stops when I'm
not moving in neutral , I don't know how to find out if if stops when I'm driving. I don't see
another fan. For air conditioning. Don't know where to find it. Anyways, after driving about 3
miles when I start from a stop the clutch fan runs real hard kind of as if it's a really low geared
vehicle, I have to shift into 2nd immediately and then 3rd seconds later. When I engage the
clutch, it feels like the choke is on. Like I have my foot on the gas pedal. The fan runs real hard
and real loud. It's really weird, maybe that's why I feel so much heat. As soon as it hits that
temp, I feel heat inside the cab and that's when it runs rough like I described above. What do
you suggest? Have you ever heard of anything similar to this? Thanks for replying, Marie Was
this answer. Hi Marie, After reviewing all your post, I must apologise for missing out one item
that you mentioned. The irregular idling at operating temp could be due to the EAVC. You need
to check if the coolant hoses under the unit is heated up, if it feels not as hot as the upper hose,
it culd be clogged thus giving a wrong reading to the ECM so the idling would be irregular. I
would suggest cleaning the throttle body and EACV to solve this problem As to the radiator fan,
I am not very familiar with the fan system used so you need to help me out. The radiator fan, is it
attached to the engine or is it mounted to the radiator? Mounted to engine could be clutch fan. If
mounted to radiator, it is electrical and should not operate when you start the car from cold,
unless the AC is tu
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rned on. If there is a second fan, it could be between the front grille and AC condenser. It has a
clutch fan. Hi Marie, Thanks. Did some research and now has a better idea of the system used
on your vehicle. Ok, the clutch fan would start fast, then it would slow down after a little while
when the clutch is disengaged. When operating temperature is attained, the clutch would click
in so the noise created by the fan would be louder if the engine is running at a higher rpm. If no
over heating is registered at the gauge, the engine is running ok. The extra heat felt is due to the
engine running at a higher rpm blowing a stronger blast of hot air towards the firewall and
undercarriage while not in motion. You should be checking the idling system since you have the
rough running. Check the throttle body and IAC for vacumn leaks, clogged coolant hoses and
idle adjust if any is provided Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply.
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